Implementing the Radiology Rotation-Model-22 in Clerkships: The RRM-Pocket Card for Medical Students – Part 2
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ABSTRACT

Practical training for medical students in radiology clerkships takes place in busy clinical routine. We introduced the Radiology Rotation-Model-22 (RRM) as the department-related RRM-pocket card for student rotation (SR) settings in part one of this study. RRM was developed as a documentation tool and pocket card with department sections for radiology (10) and imaging specialties (1) for medical students in clerkships. With the RRM-tool, and while exploring departments for practical experience, students can log data details on rotations and tasks by the method of participant observation (PO). By PO, students can track SR and training progress. In part two, we present attempts on implementing the RRM-tool as a rotation concept for students to gain efficient training experience. The RRM-pocket card provides students, radiologists, and radiographers with an overview of SR and tasks. RRM can be implemented to optimise clerkships’ structure, and to generate self-action for students, while actively optimising SR.

1. Introduction

1.1. Radiology Student Training

As with other medical disciplines, workload in radiology’s patient care is rising for radiologists and radiographers at smaller and bigger hospitals in Germany. Practical training for students takes place in clinical routine. With radiology being central and indispensable to patient care, radiologists need students to become familiar with diagnostic and interventional imaging exams to sufficiently prepare for multiple clinical questions in upcoming medical practice (Gunderman et al., 2003; Oancea et al., 2013; Ayas et al., 2023). Radiology departments – its reading rooms with workstations and different workplaces, control and imaging rooms – are settings for student rotations (SR) in training practice. In clerkships students need to move through radiology rooms to be trained as medical doctors. They are expected to explore SR settings, and gain practical experience under supervision. Radiologists and cooperating specialists demand a student-oriented and structured training approach, to encourage responsible and self-active case reading and presenting, and to foster utilising of medical skills.
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in clinical routine (Naeger et al., 2013; Rahim & Ros, 2016; Kirch & Sadofsky, 2021; Kemp et al., 2022). Students should be involved in patient care to be enabled to actively shape their own training roles (Gunderman & Bedi, 2013).

We have developed the Radiology Rotation-Model-22 (RRM) for both medical students to log and track department rotations’ details, and for radiologists to optimise clerkships’ quality and structure in demanding clinical routine. Despite of rising workload for medical educators in radiology’s already busy patient care, clerkships still need to offer efficient student training. In part one of this study – undertaken in 2022 –, we have introduced the RRM-pocket card’s theoretical concept. In part two – likewise conducted in a teaching hospital setting of diagnostic and interventional radiology in Germany in 2022 –, we present five tentative attempts on implementing the RRM-tool by the example of the model’s eight out of ten different department sections, i.e. medical students’ self-action in clerkships; students exploring SR with radiologists; students moving through radiology rooms; specialty rotations for students in the practical year (PY); and students keeping track of performed practical tasks during SR. Our aim is to touch upon these tentative attempts by delivering first ideas as exemplary beginnings of implementing RRM in radiology’s training practice. We attempt to present how RRM can be put into practice as a rotation concept, and how the model can add to students’ training experience in radiology.

2. Discussion

2.1. Active Contributing

Other than a pre-filled plan for departmental workstations, the RRM-pocket card can help students to follow individual rotations and training progress, and to generate students’ self-action. Students need to be involved in patient care, in order to actively contribute to their own roles in practical training (Gunderman & Bedi, 2013). In terms of participant observation (PO), they have immediate access to workplace settings, giving them the chance to self-observe SR rounds in a well-structured illustration, take notes, and actively affect clerkships’ processes and outcomes according to their assumptions and interests (Atteslander, 2010; Zierer et al., 2013; van Ophuysen et al., 2017; Jorgensen, 2020; Döring, 2023). The RRM-pocket card’s department sections (10), as introduced in part 1, are: computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), chest radiology (CHX) and musculoskeletal radiology (MSK), ultrasonography (US), mammography (MG), pediatric radiology (PR), trauma radiology (TR), neuroradiology (NR), CT angiography (CTA) and MR angiography (MRA); specialty rotations to or from nuclear medicine (NUC) and radiation therapy (RT) (Appendices A and B).

Since PO as a method and its proceeding are subjective, it is inherent that SR experience is reflected with radiologists and peers, to critically share self-observation, handle feedback, avoid biased assumptions, and to ensure RRM’s overall application quality (Lareau, 2021; Liu & Sullivan, 2021; Döring, 2023). Expert knowledge and guidance by teaching radiologists is indispensable in the RRM-concept. Without self-reflecting on rotation details, or discussing these with radiologists, unchecked logging might not be productive. Radiologists’ expertise is requisite for every clerkship’s quality. If a student is into the second week of SR in the CT department, without having inserted a venous shunt (VS), or joining a CT exam from the control room, self-action is required. By means of RRM it is the student’s turn to notice this, join patient communication, request to practice inserting VS under supervision, and to actively find out about the next CT scan or X-ray in line, e.g. for fractures, or for chest fluoroscopy. The student should also check with the TR department for emergency exams, preferably also
assist residents on a nightshift, attend a respective conference, try to present a case on a fracture, and jot this down in the tool’s CT and TR department sections (see Appendix B).

Although not primarily responsible for medical education, radiographers are involved in daily training interactions, e. g. supervising while students insert VS. If students report that they benefit from nurses and paramedics in clinical settings, radiographers in diagnostic and interventional radiology belong to the teaching set-up all the same (Liu & Sullivan, 2021). If combining practicing VS and following CT scans with the same patient, this should be anonymised, and logged in the respective SR, e. g. in the CT department section, I joined patient communication for CT scan preparation (PT 01), and imaging exam (PT 01), I did insert VS (PT 01); or I joined – MRI scan preparation, and I assisted in marking of breast (PT 02), and I did insert VS (PT 02) in the MRI department section; or in the CXR/MSK department section, I joined patient communication on iodinated contrast media (ICM) (PT 03), and intervention for drainage (PT 03), and I did insert VS (PT 03) (see Appendix B). When joining patient communication, students should get to hear the radiologist address possible allergic reactions to ICM (e. g. see MRI department section, Appendix B).

2.2. Exploring Student Rotations

During the pretest, revision in the teaching hospital setting of diagnostic and interventional radiology allowed us to make precise dividing and clear naming of the three tool sections (first and second section on the front, third section on the back), to reach a suitable and handy tool for PO in SR at hospitals or medical offices for students familiar with clerkships’ structure (Atteslander, 2010; Zierer et al., 2013; van Ophuysen et al., 2017; Döring, 2023) (Appendices A and B). However, radiologists and radiographers should briefly become familiar with using the tool, and students should receive instructions at the start of clerkships. Simply being handed the RRM-pocked card – or any pocked card, really –, might result in limited usage of the tool’s full potential. If data details are logged differently than supposed to, or if students appear to get demotivated, or lose track of SR, clear instructions are essential to highlight RRM’s value (Döring, 2023). Students’ brief in-between reflecting with radiologists helps to avoid selective logging, and to emphasise the idea that students themselves can actively optimise their own SR.

As future medical doctors of any specialty, students should know imaging’s central place in medical care, the fundamentals for full body and organ imaging, reading cases in emergencies, evaluating disease stages and prognoses, how to be involved in surgical management with interventional procedures, and know when to consult a radiologist for diagnosis, patient treatment and follow-up (Rahim & Ros, 2016; Creagh et al., 2021; Clements et al., 2022; Li & Brown, 2023). Students can explore SR to learn about multiple imaging exams according to indications or contraindications, case reading and reporting, and clinical questions (Petsch et al., 2021). Results of a study highlight, however, that students can already classify imaging information, and are well aware of radiology’s integral position in diagnosis, consultation, observation, and medical care, and the cooperation it upholds with surgery and emergency medicine for instance (Leschied et al., 2013; Grimm et al., 2022).

The pocket card’s third section is optimal with regards to conferences, as participation in MC can be logged specifically, e. g. MC with general surgery, underlining radiology’s daily cooperation in clinical care. As the radiologist is a central part of many MC and MTB, students can explore a large variety of conferences in radiology clerkships, which can be noted down within the rotation concept, e. g. myeloma and lymphoma MC in the tool’s CT department section, e. g. prostate cancer and urogenital MTB in the MRI section, e. g. thoracic MTB in the
CXR section, e. g. gynecologic MTB in the US section, e. g. breast MC in the MG section, e. g. gastrointestinal (GI) MTB in the TR department section (see Appendix B).

2.3. Moving Through Radiology Rooms

Medical teaching still shows that there is a call for making interactive and structured concepts available for students to explore imaging case lists, interpret patient cases, write up reports, and actively perform communication as in informing patients overseen by radiologists, e. g. in the US or MRI department (Naeger et al., 2013; Rahim & Ros, 2016; Rohren et al., 2022). Students should become familiar with imaging exams by moving through different radiology rooms, insofar as not to be too challenged, or overloaded with complex information on imaging or its various techniques. When introducing the RRM-tool, students should be encouraged to fill in the department sections, without, however, having to fill in every single blank space. Doing so, this could challenge students’ training experience during first clerkships in a counterproductive way, tamper with their self-action, or eventually limit the overall idea of the RRM’s concept.

Students should move on to the reading room continually to fully understand comprehensive CT and MRI scans, e. g. by observing the radiologist ruling out malignant transformations of kidney cysts, to learn about the many diagnostic and therapeutic options of invasive exams in the imaging room of the CTA or MRA department, e. g. while assisting during vascular dilatation procedures or minimally invasive procedures in the liver or kidney, such as embolization, joining the vascular MC, or to move to the control room of the NR department, e. g. in observing a thrombectomy with stroke patients (Murphy et al., 2014; Chew et al., 2020). Joining the GI MTB, vascular MC or angiology MC can be jotted down in the pocked card’s CTA/MRA department section (see Appendix B). Pre-measuring findings of kidney cysts, liver cysts, or breast cysts (see MRI department section, Appendix B), or findings in the liver, uterus, or spine (see CT department section, Appendix B), as well as presenting cases on breast cysts or malignant findings in the liver from a GI MTB, can be documented accordingly.

The RRM-pocket card should be employed around departments without collecting and processing any information related to staff, students, patients and family members. Involved radiologists, radiographers, and other teaching staff should be informed prior to PO, and students should likewise notify clinicians of any other specialty, or resident physicians at medical offices. RRM’s usage and aim, as in observing and logging of any data details, must be announced in advance to all staff involved (Atteslander, 2010; Zierer et al., 2013; van Ophuysen et al., 2017). Once notified, staff usually carry on with regular work, while students themselves are team members in the respective medical setting, and PO procedure becomes a neutral part of workflow in clinical routine (Jorgensen, 2020; Lareau, 2021; Döring, 2023).

2.4. Rotating in the Practical Year

The overview gained by the RRM-tool’s additional section for specialty rotations, serves students during the last year of medical studies, i. e. the PY in Germany. Having chosen radiology for PY, this elective training is the last occasion to practically encounter imaging before entering medical practice as residents. Some opportunities the PY brings along are utilising clinical skills, getting acquainted with demanding situations, and learning physicians’ views on cases, who in the end will order imaging exams, and refer to radiologists for consultation (Oancea et al., 2013; Schweitzer & Sarkany, 2020; Ayas et al., 2023). However, since the PY is the last stage of medical studies, students might be preoccupied with completing this phase, rather than thoroughly keeping up with logging with the RRM-tool.
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If students in radiology choose to attend part of their PY or a short observation in another specialty, performed SR and attended shifts across medical specialties can be tracked, when joining patient communication, and imaging exams in NUC, e. g. on uterus, liver, kidney, or spine, or in RT, e. g. on breast (see specialty rotation, Appendices A and B). This could include NUC or RT as further imaging specialties, or cooperating specialties, such as pediatrics, if focused on PR, or gynaecology, if interested in MG. Upon return radiologists can oversee clinical exams observed or practical tasks performed, as logged on individual pocket cards. This requires, that different specialties are open to RRM as a potential rotation concept. We can only assume that students’ logging experience with the RRM-pocked card would be welcome in other specialties.

Vice versa, visiting students from cooperating medical specialties can perform SR or short observations in selected departments suiting their initial PY, e. g. when rotating from pediatrics, gynaecology, neurology, or general surgery. Assuming that clinicians are open to RRM, the model can help involved clinicians to oversee which departments, and MC or MTB students generally get to see, and which tasks they get to practice when rotating to radiology. This could contribute to multidisciplinary cooperating in setting up efficient and broad PY rotation periods across specialties, just before entering the last medical exam to become medical doctors. Radiology is an interdisciplinary specialty overlapping with almost every specialty (Gunderman et al., 2003; ESR, 2022). Hence radiology is a central part of MTB. In that sense, RRM is an optimal rotation concept to be employed in future multidisciplinary teaching concepts.

2.5. Keeping Track with the RRM-Pocket Card

With busy work schedules, radiologists, and radiographers expect students to learn their way around during SR. If teaching time is limited due to disruptions, complexity, and challenging encounters in patient care, and with specialists rotating across departments, valuable learning experience in the reading room is limited for students (Naeger et al., 2013; Petsch et al., 2020; Rizvi & Borges, 2020; Clements et al., 2022). This is where the RRM-pocket card can help to keep track of performed tasks, such as performing a pre-ultrasound scan of the kidney before drainage of a kidney abscess, pre-measuring findings in ultrasound scans, e. g. of kidney cysts, ovarian cysts in the US department; or in mammograms in the MG department, e. g. of breast cysts (benign), breast tumors (malignant); or presenting patient cases on benign and malignant findings after attending related MTB (see Appendix B).

Practical tasks, e. g. in assisting a senior consultant radiologist perform a CT-guided liver biopsy by handing the liver biopsy needle, assisting during a lumbar puncture (see CT department section, Appendix B), or in assisting during markings of breasts and punch biopsies (see MG department section, Appendix B), and joining MTB where patient cases are handled for diagnosis or differential diagnosis, and medical treatment, can be noted down. Yet, logging should not be done while assisting during interventions. Workflow should not be interrupted, and patients’ privacy should be respected.

Clinical diagnoses for malignant findings are almost always delivered through imaging exams, while radiology and pathology are cooperatively involved in reading patient cases (Chew et al., 2020; Creagh et al., 2021). Hence students profit from assuming training in radiology. Despite of the need to identify serious findings, it has been stated that students implicitly come across imaging with abnormal findings while case reading during clerkships, and while having to differentiate between normal and pathological findings, including manifold variations (Bailey et al., 2014; Kelly & Slanetz, 2015; Rohren et al., 2022). Case reading can be tracked with the pocket card’s structure throughout departments.
Radiologists and cooperating specialists request a student-oriented, and structured approach to training in radiology, to encourage responsible and self-active case reading and presenting, and to generate utilising of essential skills in clinical routine (Naeger et al., 2013; Rahim & Ros, 2016; Kirch & Sadofsky, 2021; Kemp et al., 2022). Within the model’s rotation concept, students can become more active about structuring their individual SR. The Radiology Rotation-Model-22 is intended to be implemented in radiology clerkships and short observations, to add to students’ self-action about the making of their own training practice throughout medical studies.

3. Limitations

There are some limitations. This study refers to radiology departments at medical institutions in Germany. However, the RRM-model can be used for radiology training around the world; necessary modifications can be made. It needs to be addressed that although RRM comprises multiple radiology departments, it does not cover all clerkships’ aspects. This study covers an exemplary view of radiology training at medical state institutions in Germany. RRM is a holistic contribution to optimise clerkships’ structure for medical students, radiologists, and radiographers. The RRM-pocked card’s back side has limited space for extensive note taking, yet, enough space for exemplary notes. It was our intention to design a pocket-size format. We are aware that some of the font size may be difficult to read. For reading convenience the RRM may be distributed in enlarged printout. We do not intend to exclude anybody, if difficulties with reading small font should apply.

4. Conclusions

Practical training for medical students in radiology clerkships takes place in busy clinical routine. Radiologists need medical students to learn about different imaging exams. The Radiology Rotation-Model-22 (Appendices A and B) covering department sections for radiology (10) and imaging specialties (1) for SR, provides medical students in clerkships and short observations with the department-related RRM-pocket card. By PO, students can log details on SR and tasks with the RRM-tool when moving through different radiology rooms. They can track individual department rotations and training progress throughout medical studies. The RRM-pocket card provides students, radiologists, and radiographers with an overview of performed SR and tasks across hospitals and medical offices. Part two of this study shows first attempts on implementing RRM as a rotation concept, and on adding to students’ training experience in radiology. The model can be implemented for training practice to optimise clerkships’ structure. RRM can generate self-action for medical students, while structuring and actively optimising SR in radiology clerkships.
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Abbreviations

Cerv.: cervical
CHX: chest radiology
CT: computed tomography
CTA: CT angiography
D: day, days
FAM: Famulatur [German for medical clerkship]
GI: gastrointestinal
ICM: iodinated contrast media
MC: multidisciplinary conference, multidisciplinary conferences
MG: mammography
MRA: MR angiography
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
MSK: musculoskeletal radiology
MTB: multidisciplinary tumor board
N/A: not applicable
NR: neuroradiology
NUC: nuclear medicine
PO: participant observation
PR: pediatric radiology
PT: patient
PVC: peripheral venous catheter, peripheral venous catheters
PY: practical year
RRM: Radiology Rotation-Model-22
RT: radiation therapy
SR: student rotation, student rotations
TB: tumor board, tumor boards
TR: trauma radiology
US: ultrasonography
VS: venous shunt, venous shunts
W: week, weeks
X-ray: Roentgen rays
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Appendix

Appendix A

Example Logging on Illustrated RRM-Pocket Card’s Front Side

Note. Example logging of one student during two clerkships in diagnostic and interventional radiology at a teaching hospital in Germany (2022), from the Radiology Rotation-Model-22 for clerkships and short observations in radiology, as modified own presentation model based on documentation structure according to Zierer et al. (Zierer et al., 2013)
Appendix B

Example Logging on Illustrated RRM-Pocket Card’s Back Side

Note. Example of one student’s logging of rotations during two clerkships in diagnostic and interventional radiology at a teaching hospital in Germany (2022), on RRM-pocket card’s back side with 3rd section, from the Radiology Rotation-Model-22 for clerkships and short observations in radiology, as modified own presentation model based on documentation structure according to Zierer et al. (Zierer et al., 2013)